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SPI VALUE SELLING PROGRAM PROFILE

Sales Performance International (SPI) is the World’s Leader in Sales Performance Optimization. The company helps the world’s leading 
companies drive predictable revenue and profitability growth by optimizing sales organization performance. Founded in 1988, SPI has been the 
leader in helping global companies apply process and methodologies to transition from selling products to marketing and selling high-value, 
customer-focused solutions.

“In Solution Selling®, the industry’s premier high-performance sales methodology, SPI espouses many of the principles enabled by DecisionLink. We’ve scoured the 
marketplace for enabling technology but found solutions that could be only be described as glorified spreadsheets that did not solve the problem. DecisionLink 
ValueCloud® is a landmark solution that eliminates the pain of this problem for the first time. We’re pleased to partner with DecisionLink offer our customers and 
prospects this game-changing capability as an integrated part of SPI’s best-in-class solution portfolio.”
-Tim Sullivan, Corporate Vice President, SPI

Selling Situation – Round 1: SPI had long been seeking an effective system to convey the financial value of its Solution Selling© to compel executive decision 
makers to act with greater urgency. However, after evaluating several “online value calculation tools” since 2013, SPI was not satisfied that these met the needs of 
its own sales force, nor its customers’. That changed in 2017 when SPI discovered, evaluated - and subsequently partnered with - DecisionLink to effectively support 
value estimation with ValueCloud® for its own sales force, and for its customers’ sales teams.

Value Selling Maturity: The SPI sales team is arguably among the best in the world, expertly leveraging its own proven Solution Selling© methodology which 
strongly advocates collaborating with buyers to mutually agree upon estimates of value. However, until ValueCloud®, the SPI sales organization did not have the 
easy to use capability they needed for collaborative value estimation which negatively impacted their sales effectiveness.

DecisionLink Users: Approximately 35 sellers, managers, customer success professionals, and practice leaders worldwide use ValueCloud® to enable SPI and 
customer sales forces. Level one managers ensure that every customer opportunity incorporates a value estimation, from early in the engagement, through to a 
final business case produced in collaboration with prospective customers.

Value Selling Program and Skill Training: SPI utilized DecisionLink Value University video content to enable it salespeople to understand how to use the 
ValueCloud® application in collaboration with customers. This courseware also provided guidance on how to use a rich set of selling documents (assets) to provide 
buyers with the estimation of value they need to confidently decide to engage SPI and gain internal buy-in and funding approvals for SPI from other stakeholders 
within the organization.

DecisionLink System: SPI solutions have been value engineered, cataloged and are available for its teams in Asia, Europe, and North America. The sales and 
marketing team have created campaigns and supporting assets that are generated from ValueCloud® to leverage compelling sales asset templates that are 
engaging new potential customers and supporting their decision making throughout their decision stages.

Sales Performance International Quotes: 

“It is entirely possible for a seller to win a solution evaluation by Buyer 2.0, but not win business. Even if sellers show how their capabilities can solve a buyer’s 
business problems, and also show how buyers can successfully implement their solutions, Buyer 2.0 is still unlikely to buy without an understanding of the 
quantitative value and potential return on investment for the that solution. The collaborative seller recognizes this need, and works with buyers to develop 
mutually agreed-upon estimates of value”.


